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ABSTRACT
RESTRUCT is a software tool that reformats sequential files. It can
operate as a stand alone process or function as a filter in a
sequence of operations. Using RESTHUC'l', one can express simple
file transformations in a simple way. 1t is driven by a
specification-based data description language that includes record
description at three levels of detail. record redefinition and field
conversion capabilities.





RESTRUCT: A Specification-driven PUe Transformation Tool
1. Introduction
File manipulation is fundamental to most programming environments.
Software ranging from operating systems to report generators manipulate, use,
and transform information stored in files. Although there have been efforts to
standardize data representation ['"I,B] many distinct forms currently exist. Each
vendor has chosen data characteristics and file access methods best suited for
their operating system and machine architecture. thus perpetuating diverse file
and data representations. Consequently, interest in file translation lools has
increased significantly in the lasL few years.
Much research has been directed toward database transformations
[1,2,9,12,13] and the transfer of files between dissimilar environments [3,10].
However, there is also a need for tools, designed for the nontechnical user, that
provide transformation capabilities for mes with simple strucLure (e.g, sequen-
tial files). Current translation and restructuring lools are either difficult to use
because they require excessive syntax for simple operations [4,5] or Lhey are so
specialized that they lack many primitives necessary for general ille transfor-
mations (e.g., field reordering, character insertion, etc.) [6].
Our research will investigate data transformations in a broad sense. We
plan to construct a set of tools or primitives for translations and restructuring.
and an environment that automatically selects and combines appropriate tools
to perform transformations based on interaction with a user.
This report discusses the design and implementation of the primitive TIES-
TRueT: an easy-to-use tool for data reformatting. SecLion 2 provides definitions
ror terms used throughout this report. SecLion 3 sLaLes the primary objectives
that should be satisfied by any me transformation tool. Section 4 discusses the
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design alternatives for transformation tools. Section 5 outlines the implementa-
lion of RESTRUCT and section 6 provides two simple, but detailed examples that
illustrate the simplicity and functionality provided by RESTRUCT.
2. Definitions
A file is a set F=fr l' r Z' . , " r n l of n records. A sequential file is an ordered
file. Each record is divided inLo k fields f l , £2' ... , f lc" Field I 1 is called the
record header.
For purposes or tbis discussion. data is measured in 8-bit quantities called
bytes, the set of all possible bytes is denoLed E. The length of any data item d,
denoted Icll, is the number of bytes in the item. Usually Ifil, 1 S i ~ k, is not con-
stant throughout all records in F.
A format for file F is an unambiguous specification of the arrangement and
lengths of fields and records in F. A Iormat for a field Ii specifies the physical
interpretation for each byte in the field. orten, all records in a file have the
same arrangement of fields, so the format of a fIle can then be given by specify-
ing the arrangement of a single record. In such cases we refer to the record fOT-
'mat. A record format is fixed length i.I' 3 c>O such that \11 Iril=c, and variable
length if 3 i,j, 1:::; i,j ~ k, such that Iril ~ 11'/
Let f i, r i E: 2:. A byte translation is a mapping: 2: -) 2:; when a file F' is pro-
duced from a file F by applying a byte translation to every byte in F, we say that
F' is a translation of F. An example is the translation of all lower case letters to
upper case. A record is restructured by inserting fields, deleting fields, or
reordering fields. When a file F' is produced by restructuring every record of file
F by applying the same set of reordering, inserLion, or deleting opera Lions, we
say F has been restructured into F'. A lransfDrmation of file F Lo F' is a
sequence of files ~F0' F l' ... , 1"n1 where l~ = 1"0' Fn = 1"', and each intermediaLe
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file Fi , 1 ~ i ~ n, is the result of applying a translation or restructuring to Ji'i-l'
Intra--recard transformations are Lranslation and restructuring operations per-
formed on fields within a particular record.
3. Objectives
The primary objective of this research is to examine automated methods
for translating and restructuring files.
The plan is to construct a set of independent. orthogonal tools. or primi-
lives, and an environment for connecting them together. The environment will
interface with users on one side, and the set of tools on the other.
RESTRUCT is the first restruc'turing tool devised. It works on sequential
files and allows the addition, deletion, reordering and modification of fields
within a record. Only intra-record transformations are handled by RESTRUCT.
This was a conscious design decision, made Lo resLrict the syntax specifications:
the goal in RESTRUCT is to make it easy to specify simple reformatting. Other
tools will handle more complex related tusl{s.
Additionally, we worked toward a specification-based user interface that
included a simple data description language (DDL) and adequate diagnostic
capabilities. The result is a sequential file data description language (SFDDL)
and a history file that contains diagnostic messages, a table of field and record
attributes, and a detailed description of the transformations performed by RES-
TRUCT.
4. Approach to DaLa Reformatting
A transformation tool is a program that accepts a source file F, a set of
transformation specificaLions S, and produces a new file F(S). Three different
approaches to data restructuring are posslble. The fIrst method is to build a
new program for each application. The result is a difIerent file translator for
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each type of flie structure. While this method is the one most frequently used, it
has the highest overhead cost in terms of manpower and system resources. The
second approach is to build a single program for all applications. Program com-
plcxity alone is enough to discourage this meLhod. We chose the third alterna-
live: constructing a set or independent lools that can be combined. RESTHUC'l'
is a tool that performs many common transformation primitives such as record
restructuring, field conversion and so on. It functions as a filter so it can be
used with other lools tools.
The advantages of a tools approach are obvious: ease of documentation,
development. testing and maintenance. Additional fiexibility and lransforma-
tional power are gained by selecting and executing the appropriate set of tools.
4-.1. A Data Description Language for RESTRUC'l'
For a transformation tool to bc effective, it must include a f.Lle description
mechanism. One would like the description mechanism to be as simple as possi~
ble. yet powerful enough to handle the task. Many file translators arc driven by
a parameterized language which uses an innexible ClXed-column syntax that
descrLbes little more than data types and field lengths [5]. Fixed-column syntax
and rigid declaration imposed ordering place unnecessary restrictions on
specifications since a user must insure proper column alignment as well as the
correct sequence for translation primitives. Although there are DDLs that avoid
these restrictions their syntax structure is either very complicaLed [4,5] or
lacks general flexibility [6]. The design of SFDDL includes a syntax sLrucLure
that is essentially free formal, keywords whose mnemonics are shorl but





RESTRUCT checks for syntax violations, con!licUng specifications, and inac-
curate file description. Syntax problems are immediately reported to the user
and cause program termination. Conflicting specifications are resolved accord-
Lng to a simple set of precedence rules. RESl'RUC'l' warns the user that assump-
lions have been made and Lhen continues processing. RESTRUCT's execution
history file is its mosL informative error detection and correction mechanism.
The history file contains not only syntax and specification error messages but a
record-by-record execution hisLory of the translation process. Records that do
not conform to the prescribed format are reported here.
5. Implementation of RESTRUCT
RESTRUCT consists of 3 modules, a lexical analyzer (scanner), a syntax
analyzer (parser), and a transformation program. AU three are implemented in
C using lex and yacc, compiler writing tools available on the UNIX1 operati~g
system [11]. After the user specifications have been parsed successfully, the
transformation program T is executed. T has access to the transformation
specifications collected during lexical and syntactical analysis.
The implementation of RESTRUCT includes several novel ideas. First. it is
driven by a non-procedural specification language, SFDDL, whose syntax slruc~
















1 ~ x,y~ n.
The input scetion describes Lhe source file and associates a name with each
aeld. These names appear again in the ouLput section, which describes the for-
mat of the target file. The symmetry between the input and output syntax
simplifies use,
RESTRUCT provides specification capabilities at three levels of detail.
Record-specs denote attributes associated with each record (e.g" record length)
and gives its format. Global-field~specs, lhe second level, ascribes properlies to
every specified field in a record. The third and lowest level of detail, field-specs,
specifies those properties of a single field that differs from the properties of all
other fields. To resolve specillcation confiicts the lower level specifications have
precedence over the higher level specifications. An example "Will illustrate Lhis
idea.
Suppose we are to describe a file whose records are 20 bytes long and each
byte is represented in ascii format except bytes 12-15 which form an integer
(represented in binary). In RESTHUCT, one describes such a file by writing:
input rlen=20 ffmt=a II ("a" indicates ascii)
f1 lon=11
f2 10n=4 Imt=i II ("i" indicates integer or binary)
f3
The flrst line describes the Lnput records as 20 bytes long with all fields being
ascii. Successive lines describe each fleld in the record. The format
speciflcation for fleld f2 overrides the global speciIication, and makes its formal
integer (fmt=i).
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The primary advantage of multi-level specHlcation is that the user can
chose the level of specification suitable for each application. One is not forced
to describe high level features in low level terms.
A third concept implemented in reform concerns variable length fields and
variable length records. Many transformation lools limit their processing capa·
bilities to files containing only fixed length records [3,4,10]. RESTRUCT accepts
both fixed length and variable length records. For example, text editors such as
xe2 and vi3 normally suppress trailing blanks when saving text files. A transfor-
mation tool that reads a file created by one of these editors must handle vari-
able length records (lines) and recognize the cnd of line character.
RESTRUCT includes a method for associating multiple transformation
specifications with the same data (Le., one can think of templates positioned on
the input record, some of which may overlap), translation capabilities [or fields
represented in internal machine formal, and directives that permit replicated
field descriptions. These features along with those previously mentioned provide
specification flexibility and transformation power lacking in many transforma-
tion tools. Appendix 1 prOVides a brief description of the input and output
transformation directives.
6. Using RESTRUCT
RESTRUCT requires the following information: (1) a set of reformatting
specifications. (2) an input file and (3) an output file. The UN1X version can be
invoked by typing
RESTRUCT -f ftlename < infl.le > outfJle
where fllename is a me that conLains a description of the inpuL file (ionIc) and
2 Xc is 11 version of the RAND screen editor E used at Purdue.




formatting directives for the output file (outtile). (The symbols "<",">" are UNIX
shell notations that denote input and output file assignments respectively.) H
the user wishes to enter the reformatting specifications "in-line", The command
is:
RESTRUCT -8 "format specifications" < infile > oaifile.
UNIX pipes, denoted "I", allow one to use RES'l'RUCT as a filter that lakes the
output from program A, reformats it, and sends the result to program B:
A I RESTRUCT -f filename In.
The following two examples illustrate some of the uses of RESTRUCT. The
applications shown are conceptually simple but provide an insight into Lhe func-
lions and versatility of RESTRUCT.
Example 1
The source me contains student records with the following format:
field name position lengtll format delimiter
SSN 1 - 9 9 ascii
Last name 10 - 19 10 ascii
First Name 20 - 29 10 ascii
Middle Jnil 30 1 ascii
Address 1 variable ascii S
Address 1 variable ascii S
Address 2 variable ascii S
GPA 4 float
Curr Course 1 5 ascii
Curr Course 2 5 ascii
Curr Course 3 5 ascii
Curr Course 4 5 ascii
Curr Course 5 5 ascii
The target is a "human readable" me that contains the student's last name, first
name, middle initiaL SSN, and grade point average (GPA) in the order stated.
One could write all the dcLails about length and format for each field of the
























Here, the student name has been described with only one field. Since the
current course loads (eel ~ CC5) are not needed they are described as one field.
The "rep" (repetition) specification on the address field specifies thaL Addr and
its associated aLtributes occur three times. Observe that the input and outpuL
formats for GPA differs. This implies a conversion [rom internal machine format
(float) to ascii (human readable) format.
Example 2
Suppose we are given the same student fJle but different output requirements.
The requested output form is: the SSN with the appropriate "-"5 inserted, last
name followed by a comma and a blank. first name followed by a blank, middle
initial followed by a period and a blank, and each of the five currenL courses










































This example introduces the "fill" specification. 1f the output length of a
field is greater than its input length. lefL or right lilUng will occur. By default,
tilling to the right is assumed. Every output field uses default filling except ce.
which is left filled. Note the form of SSN4; no fill directive nor fiU character is
specified. Finally, we examine the last field: ce. RESTRUCT is instructed Lo fill
to the left with the default character.
7. Conclusion
We have begun to explore reformatting tools, and ways to combine them.
Our first tool, RESTRUCT, is a simple user-friendly lool that provides me 1'e£o1'-
matting capabilities. Jt accepts input and output file specifications that
describe the reformatting process at three levels of detail. Default attributes
have been provided to minimize the amount of user description, The reforniat-
ting directives are concise in their descriptions and provide a powerful yet flexi-
ble set of capabilities, Even though RESTRUC'l' executes in a UNIX environment,
it provides a mechanism to successfully describe, read and process Illes ori~
ginating from other environments.
More work is needed in two areas: lools and environments for using Lhem.
We expect to develop more powerful restructuring tools, and an environment
which selects seLs of tools La solve I'esLrucLuring problems, co
c·)
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Appendix 1: A Quick Heferonce to RESTRUCT
Record Descriptions
rdlm='delimiler'
Rdlm specifies the delimiter that terminates a record.
rfmt=format·spec
Remt describes the physical format of a record. The default is "a",
ascii.
rlen=numberlv
Rlen denotes the length attribute associated with a record. If a
number is specHled, it is assumed to be the length. If a "v" is specified
the record is assumed to be variable in length. For variable length
input records, the actual record length is obtained from the flrst 4
bytes.
Global Field Descriptions
These field descriptions apply globally to all specified fields.
fchar=' character'
Fchar denotes both the padding and IDling character. The default is
blank.
fdlm=' deUmiter'
Fdlm specifies the field delimiters. The default is",".
fill=rll
II the length of an output field is greater than its input length then
ruling occurs. Fflll denotes whether mUng "Will occur to the left (1) or to
the right (r).
flmt=format-spec
Ffmt describes the physical format of each field. The default is "a".
ascii.
flen=nwnber[v
Flen denotes the length attribute for each field. If a number is
specified. it is asswned to be the field length. If a "v" is specified. a
variable length field is assumed.
ftrunc=rll
If an output field length is less than its input length then the fIeld is
usually truncated. Ftrunc denotes whether truncation will occur Lo the
right (r) or to the left (1). The default is right (r).
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Single Field Specifications











Pad is a reserved word that enables the insertion of characters into an
output record. The default pad length is 1; the default pad character is
blank. These defaults may be changed by specifying a length (len::::;)
and character (char=) on the same description line.
pos=number
Pos specifies the starting position of a field in an input record. the
default is the current position in the record.
rep=number
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